Abstract: Accurate orientation is required for the applications of UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle) images. In this study, an integrated Structure from Motion (SfM) solution is proposed, which aims to address three issues to ensure the efficient and reliable orientation of oblique UAV images, including match pair selection for large-volume images with large overlap degree, reliable feature matching of images captured from varying directions, and efficient geometrical verification of initial matches. By using four datasets captured with different oblique imaging systems, the proposed SfM solution is comprehensively compared and analyzed. The results demonstrate that linear computational costs can be achieved in feature extraction and matching; although high decrease ratios occur in image pairs, reliable orientation results are still obtained from both the relative and absolute bundle adjustment (BA) tests when compared with other software packages. For the orientation of oblique UAV images, the proposed method can be an efficient and reliable solution.
Introduction
Recent years have seen an explosion of activity in the use of UAVs for varying applications, including building model reconstruction [1] , transmission line inspection [2] , and urban change detection [3] because of their low economic costs and flexible data acquisition. Integrated with oblique photogrammetric systems, such as one-camera or pent-view instruments, the combined imaging systems could improve both of their strengths, namely the flexibility of UAV platforms and the ability of oblique systems [4] .
Unfortunately, some new challenges are imposed on the post-processing of oblique UAV images. Major issues are listed as follows: (1) image orientation is required prior to further applications, due to the fact that precise direct geo-referencing devices, namely the GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System)/IMU (Inertial Measurement Unit), are usually not used on the market-available UAV platforms; (2) because of the large data volume and high overlap degree, the combinational complexity of UAV images becomes more complex than conventional aerial images; (3) feature matching between oblique images is difficult due to different appearances caused by perspective deformations; in addition, the loss of location accuracy and the reduction of tie-point number would be caused by the down-sampling strategy; and (4) the low performance of the commonly used geometrical verification methods, such as the RANSAC (Random Sample Consensus) [5] , due to the high outlier ratios of initial candidate matches.
In the field of computer vision, the Structure-from-Motion (SfM) has the ability to recover camera poses and 3D points from unordered images [6] without their prior knowledge, whose strengths have hierarchical motion consistency constraint (HMCC) algorithm was designed to filter obvious outliers prior to the use of the RANSAC. Experimental results demonstrated their promising performance for geometrical verification of oblique UAV images.
This paper proposes an integrated SfM solution based on previous studies [12, 17, 31] . First, the operation for match pair selection is conducted to remove unessential image pairs. Second, for reliable feature matching, the tiling strategy is used to increase the number of matches and improve their distribution. Finally, the HMCC is used to remove outliers. To verify the performance of the proposed solution, comparison tests are conducted with other software packages.
This paper is organized as follows. Methods used in this study are firstly described, which are followed by the workflow of the SfM solution. Experiments are then conducted to verify the proposed solution. Finally, the discussions and conclusions are presented.
Methodology
For the three issues in the SfM reconstruction of oblique UAV images, namely match pair selection, feature extraction and matching, and geometrical verification, this paper summarizes the corresponding solutions based on our previous research [12, 17, 31] and then proposes the overall workflow to achieve an efficient SfM solution, as presented in Figure 1 . The processing pipeline consists of three parts: (1) match pair selection based on the analysis of topology connection network; (2) tiling strategy for feature extraction and matching; and (3) efficient geometrical verification for initial matches with high outlier ratios. The inputs of the overall workflow include UAV images, flight control data, camera installation angles, and the mean altitude of test sites. These data can be easily accessed from a classical data acquisition campaign. Thus, the proposed solution is not dependent on any hard-to-access materials and can be widely used for UAV photogrammetric data processing. The outputs of the pipeline include the camera poses of UAV images and point clouds of scenes. The description of each step in the overall workflow is listed as follows. 
Match Pair Selection Based on MST-Expansion
The purpose of match pair selection is to search essential image pairs with overlap regions. By using flight control data and camera installation angles, the rough POS of images can be calculated with respect to a selected photogrammetric system [12] . Then, with the assistance of the mean altitude of test sites or some auxiliary data sources, such as SRTM (Shuttle Radar Topography Mission) [32] , initial match pairs can be selected based on the overlap criterion, where their image footprints are intersected.
Because of the existence of redundant match pairs, the MST-Expansion (Maximum Spanning Tree Expansion) algorithm [17] is designed for the simplification of initial match pairs. First, an image connection network represented by an undirected weighted graph is formed using initial candidate matches, where edge weights indicate the importance of image pairs, and they are calculated by using the overlap area and the intersection angle of image pairs, as shown in Figure 2a ; second, to achieve the simplest form, an MST [33] is extracted from the image connection network by using the Kruskal algorithm [34] , which strings all vertices together without any cycles and with the maximum sum of edge weights; finally, local structural analysis is used to enhance the MST by introducing critical connections. The core idea of local structural analysis is based on the eigenvector decomposition, as shown in Figure 2b , where the red dot indicates the target vertex, and the green dots indicate connected vertices in the MST. By using ground coordinates of both the red and green dots, a covariance matrix can be calculated to reveal the distribution of existing image connections. Based on SVD (Singular Value Decomposition) decomposition, the direction is determined by the eigenvector of the matrix corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue. Then, candidates, as depicted by blue dots, can be searched from the initial image connection network, and edge expansion is conducted until the numbers of connections in two regions represented by blue-dash lines reach a desired count, which means a stable connection for the target vertex. According to the above-mentioned operation, a simplified and stable image connection network can be constructed, and the image pairs corresponding to the finally retained edges are fed into subsequent feature matching. The configuration of the MST-Expansion algorithm used in this study is listed in Table 1 . 
Tiling Strategy for Feature Extraction and Matching
The tiling strategy has two main advantages when compared with other strategies, such as geometrical rectification using image POS data [35] . The first one is that the tiling strategy can restrict the searching space for feature matching and further increase the success of the ratio-test [19] , which is commonly used to reject false matches. Thus, both the number and distribution of matches can be improved. The other one is that it can avoid image down-sampling in order to adapt to limited computer memory for feature extraction of photogrammetric images of a large size. Consequently, it can also extend the usage fields of some memory sensitive algorithms, such as the SIFT (Scale Invariant Feature Transform) [19] .
Considering that the rough POS calculated from flight control data is not accurate enough to predict correspondences between two images, a homography transformation is used to model the geometrical relationship of one image pair. Thus, three steps achieve the tiling strategy. First, seed points are extracted from two down-sampled images, and a homography matrix is robustly estimated from these points using the RANSAC; second, the overlap region of the image pair is determined in order to avoid unnecessary matching computation, and the overlap region expressed in the first image plane is gridded into regular blocks of a small size; then, for each block in the first image plane, four locations are calculated by transforming four corners of the current block to the second image plane using the homography matrix; finally, a corresponding block can be determined in the second image plane and used to restrict feature matching. The configuration of the tiling strategy used in this study is listed in Table 2 . 
Geometrical Verification Using HMCC-RANSAC
The key idea of the HMCC-RANSAC is to transform the complex geometrical relationship of initial matches in the image space to a simple 2-dimensional translation in the object space by projecting matches onto a specified elevation plane. For two matched image points, the corresponding projected points form the primitive, namely motion, for further analysis. The motion is characterized by two features, i.e., motion direction and length. The procedure of geometrical verification based on the HMCC-RANSAC can be divided into two steps, where obvious outliers are removed by using the HMCC, and the RANSAC with the rigorous geometrical constraint is utilized to refine final matches. The HMCC algorithm is implemented through a hierarchical strategy. First, motions with abnormal directions are detected and corresponding matches are labeled as outliers based on the observation that directions of motions for true matches vary in a limited range; however, directions of motions for false matches would be random, as presented in Figure 3a ; second, motions with abnormal direction change are found and corresponding matches are labeled as outliers based on the observation that direction change of motions for true matches varies in a limited range; however, direction change of motions for false matches would be random, as shown in Figure 3b ; finally, the length of motions is used to detect false matches. Due to its robustness to outliers, the Hough voting scheme is used in the first and second steps of the HMCC. The processing of the voting scheme is illustrated in Figure 4 , where Figure 4a ,b is the voting based on motion direction and motion direction change, respectively. The configuration of the HMCC-RANSAC used in this study is listed in Table 3 . Neighbor ratio for step 1 T 1 = 0.2 Neighbor ratio for step 2 T 2 = 0.4
Integrated Solution for Efficient SfM
By using the strategies described in Section 2, this study constructs an integrated SfM solution for the efficient orientation of oblique UAV images, with consideration of match pair selection, feature extraction and matching, and geometrical verification. The solution is shown in Figure 5 , which contains four major steps described as follows: (1) Match graph extraction. Image footprints are firstly calculated; then, initial match pairs are searched based on the overlap criterion, and image topology connection network is formed by using initial match pairs; finally, the image connection network is simplified through the MST-Expansion algorithm. (2) Feature extraction and matching. Features are extracted from each image by using the SiftGPU [22] open-source library. To avoid memory overflow caused by images with large size, the tiling strategy is utilized in feature extraction; to avoid time consumption caused by exhaustive matching, image pairs deduced from the previous step are used to guide feature matching.
(3) Geometrical verification. First, obvious false matches are detected and removed by using the HMCC algorithm; second, the RANSAC-based rigorous geometrical verification is utilized to refine the final matches; finally, matched points corresponding to the same object locations are linked to generate tie-points, namely tracks. (4) SfM reconstruction. The problem of recovering camera poses and scene geometry is formulated as a joint minimization problem, where the sum of errors between projections of tracks and the corresponding image points is minimized, as presented by Equation (1):
where X i and C j denote a 3D point and a camera, respectively; P(C j , X i ) is the predicted projection of point X i on camera C j ; x ij is the observed image point; • denotes the L2-norm; ρ ij is an indicator function with ρ ij = 1 if point X i is visible in camera C j ; otherwise, ρ ij = 0. The problem is solved using the open-source nonlinear optimization library Ceres Solver [36] . Because good initial values of unknown parameters are essential to ensure the globally optimal solution, an incremental SfM pipeline, similar to Snavely et al. [37] , is used in this study. Therefore, based on the above four major steps, this study proposes the integrated SfM solution to achieve efficient orientation for oblique UAV images. 
Experimental Results
In the experiments, four datasets are used to evaluate the proposed SfM solution. Image match pairs are firstly selected using the MST-Expansion algorithm; then, feature extraction and matching are conducted, which is guided by the selected image pairs; subsequently, the HMCC-RANSAC algorithm is adopted for geometrical verification of initial candidate matches, whose performance would be compared with two current state-of-the-art, namely LO-RANSAC [38] , and GC-RANSAC [28] ; finally, refined feature matches are tracked and used in an incremental SfM. In order to assess the performance of the proposed SfM solution, comparison tests are conducted with two software packages, including the open-source toolkit MicMac [39] and the commercial package Agisoft PhotoScan [40] (version 1.4.1, manufactured by Agisoft LLC, Russia), in terms of efficiency, completeness, and accuracy. All experiments are conducted on a Windows PC with a 3.4 GHz Intel Core i7-4770 CPU (manufactured by Micro-Star corporation at Shenzhen, China) and a 2 GB GeForce GTX 770M graphic card (manufactured by Nvidia, Santa Clara, CA, USA).
Datasets
The detailed information for data acquisition of the four test sites is presented in Table 4 . The four datasets are collected from different regions: the majority region of the first dataset is covered by low-height vegetation and crossed by some railroad tracks; the second dataset is a farmland, which features repetitive texture patterns; the third site is located in a shopping plaza and surrounded by high residual buildings; and the last site is a suburban area with some low buildings surrounded by bare-earth lands. For outdoor data acquisition, a multi-rotor UAV is adopted in this study, and four oblique photogrammetric systems are designed and used for the four test sites. For dataset 1, the pitch and roll angles of the camera are respectively configured as 25 • and −15 • , and 320 images with GSD (Ground Sampling Distance) 5.05 cm are collected under the flight height of 165 m; for dataset 2, two Sony RX1R cameras, 25 • and −15 • installation angles for the front one and 0 • and −25 • for the back one, are used for data acquisition under the flight of 120 m; for test site 3, a classical pent-view imaging system is adopted with the 45 • tiling angle for oblique cameras, and the total number of images is 750 under the flight height of 175 m; for the last test site, only one Sony ILCE-7R camera is adopted, and two individual campaigns are used to simulate the data acquisition of a pent-view system. Using flight control data and camera mount angles, rough POS of images can be calculated, and image footprints are determined, as illustrated in Figure 6 . 
Performance Evaluation of Individual Steps
The performance of the overall workflow would be evaluated from aspects of match pair selection, feature extraction and matching, and geometrical verification. For all experiments, the parameters of each algorithm or strategy used in this study are listed in Section 2. Based on the established processing pipeline presented in Figure 5 , these three steps are sequentially conducted and evaluated by using the four datasets.
After initial candidate matches are selected based on intersection tests, image topology connection network is constructed with edge weights calculated by using overlap area and intersection angle as shown in Figure 7 , where Figure 7a ,c,e,g is the initial TCN of dataset 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively. We can observe that the number of connected edges for each vertex is too excessive, which can be deduced from dense gray lines between red dots. In other words, vast redundant match pairs exist even with the simplification by using the overlap criterion. Therefore, the MST-Expansion algorithm is designed for the further simplification of the TCN, which results in the final match graph as illustrated in Figure 7b ,c,f,h for the four datasets, respectively. Under the parameter configuration listed in Table 1 , there are 640, 664, 1516 and 309 match pairs survived from the MST-Expansion algorithm. Compared with the numbers of initial pairs with 10,239, 12,384, 52,248 and 9840, the simplification ratio of the number of match pairs is 16, 19, 35 and 32 for the four datasets, respectively. Thus, the first step of the proposed workflow can dramatically decrease the number of image pairs in feature matching.
The image pairs can be used to guide feature matching. First, feature extraction is performed for each image by using the SiftGPU [22] library. In order to relieve the effects of image down-sampling, the tiling strategy is utilized in feature extraction, which can increase both the number and the accuracy of extracted SIFT features. Second, feature matching is conducted for two sets of features based on the smallest Euclidean distance criterion. Similarly, the tiling strategy is also used to improve the number and distribution of matched features. For the further performance analysis of the tiling strategy on feature matching, two extra image pairs from datasets 3 and 4 are also selected for matching tests, which are captured from absolutely different directions. The results are shown in Figures 9 and 10 , respectively, where Figures 9a and 10a are matches by not using the tiling strategy. It is obviously shown that, due to large perspective deformations, feature matching between these image pairs is extraordinarily difficult, and only 67 and 57 features are respectively matched. In contrast, by using the tiling strategy, the number of matches can dramatically increase to 535 and 282 for the two image pairs, as shown in which Figures 9b and 10b , respectively. In order to facilitate the interpretation of match results, these two image pairs have been rotated to ensure that the linked lines of correct matches are parallel to each other. Consequently, for feature extraction and matching, the tiling strategy can be a satisfying solution to increase the number of matches and improve their distribution. Initial matches are inevitably contaminated by outliers due to the only use of cross-checking and ratio-test for false match removal. The outlier ratio would be very high and lead to the low performance of the RANSAC. Thus, in this study, the HMCC is designed to remove obvious outliers by using the Hough voting scheme and increase the inlier ratios of initial matches. Table 5 shows statistical results of geometrical verification for three methods, including LO-RANSAC [38] , GC-RANSAC [28] and HMCC-RANSAC (ours). In addition, Figure 11 shows the statistic of time costs for dataset 3. It is shown that the efficiency of the HMCC-RANSAC and LO-RANSAC is competitive, which can be observed from the results of dataset 1 and 2; when oblique imaging angle becomes larger, the advantages of the HMCC-RANSAC overcome that of the LO-RANSAC. Noticeably, two issues should receive attention. First, the sum of time costs of the GC-RANSAC is much larger than the other methods because of the large number of initial matches generated by the tiling strategy, which could cause the majority of time consumption in the filter stage. Thus, the efficiency of the GC-RANSAC is very sensitive to the number of initial matches. Second, compared with the results documented in Jiang et al. [31] , the speedup ratios between the HMCC-RANSAC and the LO-RANSAC is not obvious due to the influence of match pair selection and the tiling strategy for feature matching. On the one hand, MST-Expansion can noticeably reduce the number of image pairs captured from varying viewing directions; on the other hand, the tiling strategy can decrease the ratio of false matches. Thus, the solution can increase the efficiency and reliability of feature matching. 
Comparison with Other Software Packages
In this section, the proposed SfM solution would be compared with two software packages, including the open-source toolkit MicMac and the commercial software Agisoft PhotoScan. MicMac is a free and open-source software package [39] . It provides a complete framework, including image pair selection, SIFT feature extraction and matching, relative orientation and geo-referencing, to reconstruct 3D models based on principles of photogrammetry and computer vision. Among all functions of MicMac, the GrapheHom function is developed to search overlapped image pairs using image's prior POS data, and the Tapioca function is designed for feature extraction and matching, which makes use of multi-core parallel computation technology. Features extracted and matched by the Tapioca function are set as the input of the orientation function Apero. With aids of GCPs (Ground Control Points), absolute orientation can be conducted for geo-referencing. Similarly, Agisoft PhotoScan [41] is also a widely used SfM-based software package for model reconstruction. In contrast to the flexibility of the open-source toolkit MicMac, Agisoft PhotoScan provides a more elegant workflow to facilitate the photogrammetric processing pipeline. By using the rough poses of images, it can also search overlapped image pairs and increase the efficiency of feature matching when incorporating the multi-core processing technique. Thus, to verify the validation of the proposed solution, this paper would make comparison tests with these two software packages for 3D reconstruction in terms of efficiency, completeness, and accuracy.
To achieve the impartial comparison tests, some special set of these two software packages is described, as shown in Table 6 . The latest version of MicMac is downloaded from the official website [42] , and Agisoft PhotoScan is the professional edition with version number 1.4.1. For image pair selection, both of them use rough POS data to predict image pairs with overlapped regions. In addition, the multi-scale strategy is adopted in Agisoft PhotoScan, which could further filter image pairs with few or without matches. The SIFT++ [43] and ANN [44] are the default libraries used in MicMac for feature extraction and matching, which does not use hardware acceleration. On the contrary, both the GPU and CPU are exploited by Agisoft PhotoScan to accelerate feature extraction and matching. For the processing of images with large size, the tiling strategy is only adopted in feature extraction for both of them. Due to the high computational costs of feature matching, the manual of MicMac proposes a scaling value between 0.3 and 0.5 for real images. Thus, in this study, the half size of original image dimension is used for feature matching in MicMac. Finally, the key point and tie point limits are set as 80,000 and 0 for feature matching with Agisoft PhotoScan, which means that the number of extracted features does not exceed 80,000 for one image; however, the number of tracked tie points is not limited. Both the number of selected image pairs and the time involved in feature extraction and matching would be used for efficiency comparison due to two reasons. On the one hand, feature extraction and matching is the most time-consuming step in the SfM reconstruction; on the other hand, the main contribution of this paper focuses on the strategies for the rational selection of image pairs and the reliable matching of features. For all three of the methods, the rough poses of images and the mean altitude of test sites are required for image pair selection. In contrast to the direct adjacency principle used in the MicMac and PhotoScan, the MST-Expansion algorithm of the proposed solution aims to achieve further reduction of unessential image pairs by the topological analysis of image connection network. Figure 12a shows the statistical results of the numbers of selected image pairs. It is clearly shown that the largest numbers of image pairs are selected in MicMac, which is 11,520, 13,491, 57,507 and 9850 for datasets 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively; due to the multi-scale strategy utilized in PhotoScan, the numbers of retained image pairs decrease to 7517, 10,739, 13,876 and 3485, respectively. By using the topological analysis of image network, the proposed solution in this study could achieve further reduction of image pairs, with values 640, 664, 1516 and 309 for datasets 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively, whose simplification ratios are near or exceed 95% when compared with the results generated from MicMac. Noticeably, for datasets 3 and 4, the ratios of the number of image pairs between MicMac and PhotoScan are approximately 4.2 and 2.8, respectively, while the ratios for datasets 1 and 2 are about 1.5. The main reason is that for datasets 3 and 4, although many more image pairs are selected from the overlap principle used in MicMac, a large proportion of them are not essential for feature matching caused by their relative larger viewing angles compared with datasets 1 and 2, which would be filtered out by the multi-scale strategy used in PhotoScan. This is the further verification that the intersection angle is necessary for the weight calculation of image pairs used in the MST-Expansion. It is shown that the highest time consumptions can be observed from MicMac due to the larger number of image pairs and the absence of GPU acceleration. On the contrary, the lowest time is consumed by the proposed solution, which is almost linear to the number of images, with values 9.15 min, 21.01 min, 21.56 min and 47.98 min for datasets 4, 1, 2 and 3, respectively, as presented in Table 7 . Despite the use of the multi-scale strategy for image pair selection and the mixed mode with GPU and CPU for acceleration, the ratios of time costs between PhotoScan and Ours still exceed 3.0. Thus, the proposed solution can achieve the highest efficiency in feature matching. For the completeness comparison, the numbers of connected images and resumed points are utilized based on statistical results of 3D reconstruction models. Noticeably, for PhotoScan, the orientation procedure consists of two major steps. In the first step, models are constructed automatically without manual operations; in the second step, an optimization procedure is manually repeated by removing tie points with large re-projection errors and recalculating camera parameters, as published in the online tutorial [41] , until no obvious decrease of re-projection errors can be observed. In addition, for MicMac, tie points are sequentially generated and exported, which leads to many duplicated 3D points. Therefore, in this study, we use the distance of one half GSD value to remove duplicates from 3D points generated by MicMac. Table 8 shows the numbers of connected images and 3D points for completeness comparison, in which the terms Points-init and Points-opt stand for the numbers of points resumed in the first and second steps of PhotoScan, respectively. It is shown that, for the three solutions, all images of the four datasets are successfully connected. Although more than half of the initial resumed 3D points are filtered out in the optimization procedure, the relative orientation accuracy increases due to the fact that unreliable and false matches are removed in the optimization step from PhotoScan (details in the Accuracy Section). By further checking the number of reconstructed points, we can find that the number of points generated from the proposed solution is almost identical to that generated from PhotoScan after the optimization step, which includes the essential and necessary points for the reliable image orientation, as shown in Figure 13 . Thus, compared with MicMac and PhotoScan, the proposed solution in this study can achieve the comparable reconstruction completeness in terms of the numbers of resumed images and 3D points. 
Accuracy
The relative bundle adjustment tests without ground control points and the absolute bundle adjustment tests with GCPs are utilized to assess the accuracy of different solutions in this study. Without GCPs, SfM reconstruction models can be used to evaluate the relative orientation accuracy, and the statistical results are listed in Table 9 . Similarly, for PhotoScan, both the initial orientation accuracy and the optimized accuracy are recorded. It is shown that competitive accuracy can be observed from MicMac when compared with results in the initial step of PhotoScan. This also indicates that the scaling factor used in MicMac with value 0.5 has negligible influence on the orientation accuracy. However, after the optimization step, the orientation accuracy of PhotoScan is obviously improved, with final precision value 0.404, 0.242, 0.562 and 0.319 for the four datasets, respectively. It is verified that, for PhotoScan, the optimization step is crucial to improving orientation accuracy. In other words, the image pair selection strategy can achieve the same optimization function as that in PhotoScan because almost the highest orientation accuracy can be observed from the solution in this study. With the aid of ground-truth data, absolute orientation accuracy can be evaluated. In this study, 43 ground control points are designed and surveyed in the second test site, as shown in Figure 14 . For geo-referencing of the reconstructed model, four GCPs, numbered 7, 9, 35 and 37, are involved in the absolute bundle adjustment tests, and all the others are used as check points (CPs) for accuratcy comparison. Figure 15 illustrates the results of absolute orientation. The metric, namely RMSE (Root Mean Square Error), is used, and the statistical results show that, for dataset 2, PhotoScan achieves the highest accuracy considering both the horizontal and vertical aspects, where RMSEs are 0.046, 0.039 and 0.043 in the x, y, and z-directions, respectively. Although the RMSE in the vertical direction is larger than that of PhotoScan, competitive accuracy can be observed from the proposed solution in this study, which is also verified by the coincident residual plots as presented in Figure 16 . However, even though the largest number of image pairs and the most time costs are involved in feature matching of MicMac, the orientation precision is not satisfying, especially for the vertical direction, whose value is approximately 3.5 times that of PhotoScan. This can be explained by two aspects. First, a subset of images are used for camera calibration by using the RadialExtended mode, and insufficient calibration can cause the poor performance of orientation, although self-calibration has been used in bundle adjustment tests; second, too many image pairs does not ensure high accuracy of image orientation because false matches would be introduced from pairs without overlap areas and pairs with small overlap areas. On the contrary, the strategies for image pair selection used in both PhotoScan and the proposed solution can avoid the occurrence of excessive image pair selection. Therefore, the proposed solution can achieve orientation with RMSEs better than two times the GSD value (3.67 cm). 
Discussion
This paper proposes an integrated SfM solution for oblique UAV images based on our previous studies [12, 31, 31] . The SfM solution consists of three steps, including image pair selection using the MST-Expansion, tiling strategy for feature extraction and matching, and efficient geometrical verification based on the HMCC-RANSAC. The results demonstrate that the proposed pipeline is an efficient and reliable solution for the orientation of oblique UAV images, whose performance can be evaluated from three aspects.
First, prior to feature matching, MST-Expansion can dramatically reduce the number of image pairs. On the one hand, image pairs with too small or too narrow overlap areas are removed because they are prone to pose difficulties for feature matching and cause false matches; on the other hand, image pairs that are not crucial for the stability of image connection network are pruned, due to the high overlap degree of oblique UAV images. For the four experimental datasets, the speedup ratios in terms of the numbers of image pairs range from 16 to 35, which can achieve noticeable acceleration for feature matching. For efficiency comparison, we can see that the time costs involved in feature matching are approximately linear in the number of images, as presented in Figure 12b . Second, the tiling strategy used in feature extraction and matching can not only increase the number of matches but also improve their distribution. In addition, this strategy can restrict nearest-neighbor searching in the corresponding blocks and increase the inlier ratios of initial matches. As reported in Jiang et al. [17] , the MST-Expansion would sacrifice the reconstruction accuracy of 0.11, 0.08 and 0.26 GSD value in the x-, y-and z-direction for efficiency improvement. However, in this study, the experimental results, as documented in accuracy comparison, show that with the tiling strategy used in feature extraction and matching, the proposed solution could achieve competitive accuracy when compared with the solution generating the highest orientation accuracy in terms of relative orientation and absolute orientation. Third, for initial matches with high outlier ratios, the HMCC is designed to remove obvious false matches by using the efficient Hough voting scheme because of its robustness to noisy. For match pairs with high outlier ratios, the HMCC can noticeably improve the efficiency of verification, as reported in Jiang et al., [31] , whose speedup ratios can reach 6. However, in this study, the performance of the HMCC cannot be observed because match pair selection and the tiling strategy can dramatically decrease outlier ratios.
Although the proposed SfM solution could achieve efficient orientation of oblique UAV images by using the three strategies, some issues should be noticed. The influence of the tiling strategy is two-edged. On the one hand, it can achieve reliable feature matching and improve the accuracy of reconstructed models; on the other hand, it would decrease the efficiency of feature extraction, feature matching and further increase time costs of orientation due to the increased number of tie-points.
Thus, for real applications, one should modify the overall pipeline to adapt to varying situations, i.e., the solution without the tiling strategy for scenarios requiring high efficiency and with the strategy for scenarios requiring high accuracy. In addition, the time costs involved in reconstruction can also decrease from two aspects. First, some strategies should be designed to decrease the number of tie-points without sacrifices of the orientation accuracy; second, the global structure from motion solution can be considered as an alternative to the used incremental solution because of the repeated bundle adjustment in the incremental SfM solution.
Conclusions
In this paper, an integrated SfM solution is designed from aspects of image pair selection, feature extraction and matching, and geometrical verification. The proposed solution is designed based on our previous studies aiming to address the corresponding issues [12, 31, 31] . First, the MST-Expansion is used to simplify the combinational complexity of UAV images caused by their small size and large volume. Second, to increase the number of matches for image pairs captured from varying directions, feature extraction and matching are achieved by using the tiling strategy, which could also improve the distributions of matches. Third, considering the high outlier ratios of initial matches, the HMCC-RANSAC achieved by the Hough voting scheme is designed to remove obvious outliers. 
